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Blackwell Hall, thereby advancing the price of cloth " at
their pleasure ". In consequence of complaints made byorigin'
the clothiers of Worcester and Reading, brokers and factors
were forbidden to ' intermeddle ' at Blackwell Hall between
clothiers and merchants or drapers for any cloth made in
Worcestershire or Berkshire *. In the same year a letter of
the lord mayor and court of aldermen expressed approval
of the action taken by the commissioners for trade for re-
forming abuses by factors : " a kind of people aiming only
at their own profit, and who had begotten all the complaints
which had been made by clothiers, merchants and drapers
concerning trade. Until there were factors they were all
quiet; and they did, even when taken at their best, rather
harm than good. If left to themselves the inconveniences
they occasioned would be insufferable " 2. There was a great
outcry against the factors near the end of the seventeenth
century, when it was said that " they have brought the trade
to that pass there shall not now be a cloth sold in a market-
day at Blackwell Hall by many of our clothiers if these men
have not the selling of it " 3. Intended originally to assist
West Country clothiers and Yorkshire merchants in selling
their cloth in London on commission—for clothiers who lived
in distant parts could not afford the time to journey to London
and remain there while the cloth was being sold—they
raised themselves to be " the chief masters of the clothing
trade " 4. They sold the cloth, it was alleged, at a lower
price than that fixed by the clothier, they detained his
money, they gave Mm no information when and where his
cloth was sold 6.
The root of the mischief was the long credit which the
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